1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Alcohol abuse has adverse consequences to brain structure ([@bb0220]; [@bb0320]). The mesocorticolimbic system is a focus of neurobiology of drug addiction, and understanding its structural connectivity is critical in drug reward research. The major fiber pathway of this system is the medial forebrain bundle (MFB), a long ascending and descending fiber tract between the telencephalon and brain stem, mediating most of the brain\'s monoamine systems ([@bb0150]). The MFB is a primary part of the reward system.

The reward system includes the amygdala, hippocampus, nucleus accumbens (NAc), and ventral diencephalon (basal forebrain, ventral tegmental area \[VTA\], and hypothalamus), as well as cortical areas having modulatory and oversight roles such as dorsolateral-prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), cingulate cortex, subcallosal cortex, temporal pole, parahippocampal gyri, and insula ([@bb0020]; [@bb0130]). These structures have been called the extended reward and oversight system (EROS) ([@bb0180]). Thus, the MFB interconnects EROS structures essential in the neurocircuitry of addiction ([@bb0150]; [@bb0155]), in particular, the VTA, the NAc, the OFC, and DLPFC ([@bb0070]). Traditionally, the anatomy of the MFB has been characterized in rodents ([@bb0205]), although the precise anatomical boundaries of the MFB in humans remain unclear ([@bb0070]; [@bb0110]). The MFB has been visualized in a small number of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies ([@bb0070], [@bb0075]; [@bb0115]). For example, [@bb0070] depicted the MFB as a bipartite structure that originates in the brainstem and projects anterior and superior of the VTA towards the NAc and the septum. At the level of the VTA, the MFB splits into an inferomedial and a superolateral component. The inferomedial MFB follows the walls of the third ventricle anteriorly until reaching the lateral hypothalamus. The superolateral MFB transverses the thalamus and intermingles with the anterior limb of the internal capsule, fanning out medially and laterally towards the OFC and DLPFC ([@bb0070]).

The mesocorticolimbic system is susceptible to damage associated with alcohol use and abuse ([@bb0045]; [@bb0180]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0295]). Disruption of mesocorticolimbic circuitry has been linked to the neurobiology of addictions ([@bb0335]) and the development of Reward Deficiency Syndrome ([@bb0040]; [@bb0045]), a neurobiological framework implicated in the impulsive, compulsive, and relapsing patterns of addictions. According to this framework, dopamine depletion in reward-related regions prompts an individual to consume psychoactive substances and/or engage in behaviors aimed at overcoming a hypo-dopaminergic state ([@bb0040]). In acute phases, this results in an increase of dopamine in reward centers, followed by dysregulation of the reward cascade, and the subsequent augmentation and perpetuation of craving behaviors. Prior studies looking at abnormalities in the reward system in alcoholism have focused primarily on grey matter areas ([@bb0180]; [@bb0295]) and the cingulum bundle ([@bb0125]; [@bb0300]). However, little is known about the relationship between alcoholism and damage to white matter fibers of the mesocorticolimbic system ([@bb0230]), and the integrity of the MFB in particular has not been examined.

Normal functioning of the brain-reward cascade involves interaction among neurotransmitters such as dopamine, opioid peptides, norepinephrine, and GABA ([@bb0045]; [@bb0335]). The MFB is a neurochemically heterogeneous structure that contains projections from serotonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine systems ([@bb0070]; [@bb0155]). The MFB connects midbrain areas with subcortical and cortical structures of the reward system ([@bb0040]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0335]) that are hypothesized to play distinctive roles in each stage of the addiction cycle ([@bb0335]). During the binge/intoxication stage, drugs may stimulate regions within the NAc and the striatum to engage stimulus-response habits. In the withdrawal stage, a negative emotional state resulting from dopamine depletion and lack of the rewarding stimuli involves the amygdala, which plays a role in negative reinforcement. The preoccupation or craving stage may involve structures that together, lead addicts to re-engage reward-seeking habits: the amygdala, hippocampus, and frontal lobes, particularly OFC and cingulate cortex, which are hypothesized to contain representations of outcomes and subjective values ([@bb0335]). Given that each stage of addiction incorporates the interaction of several structures and neurotransmitters, it is critical to understand the reward system in alcoholism at a network level.

Alcoholism-related brain abnormalities in reward system regions include a reduction in volume of cortical and subcortical structures, particularly in the DLPFC, NAc, anterior insula, and amygdala, as well as white matter microstructural abnormalities in the cingulum bundle ([@bb0125]; [@bb0300]). However, these studies included only men, or they did not evaluate sex effects between alcoholics and controls, even though the consequences of alcohol consumption differ between men and women ([@bb0270]). That is, evidence from structural neuroimaging studies revealed prominent alcohol-related structural deficits in men ([@bb0225]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0305]), while in women, recovery of brain structural indices could occur earlier ([@bb0275]). Furthermore, in an investigation of reward network volumes in alcoholism, [@bb0295] found significant differences between men and women, particularly in the DLPFC and the ventral diencephalon.

Brain white matter is particularly susceptible to alcohol-related brain damage, as observed in post-mortem ([@bb0120]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0325]) and neuroimaging studies ([@bb0235]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0305]). Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is sensitive to the rate and direction of water permeability ([@bb0025]), enabling the study of white matter structural alterations *in vivo*. Although the precise anatomical characterization of several brain fiber tracts such as the MFB with dMRI has been hampered by considerable fiber crossing and branching within these tracts ([@bb0070]; [@bb0090]), recent developments in dMRI tractography have significantly improved our ability to enhance spatial resolution and to obtain a more anatomically-accurate view of neural pathways ([@bb0005]; [@bb0185]).

In the present study, using filtered multi-tensor tractography ([@bb0185]), we reconstructed major connections of the MFB in abstinent long-term chronic alcoholic men and women and healthy non-alcoholic volunteers. The aims of this study were: (1) to determine the impact of chronic alcoholism on the structure of the MFB; (2) to evaluate sex differences in the patterns of abnormal structural connectivity of the MFB; and (3) to investigate associations of structural abnormalities in the MFB with measures of drinking history. We hypothesized that alcoholism would be associated with abnormal structure in the MFB, which would be reflected by smaller volume of the tract, lower fractional anisotropy (FA) and axial diffusivity (AD), and higher radial diffusivity (RD). Additionally, we hypothesized that the degree of damage would be negatively associated with the severity of drinking histories.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

This study included 30 abstinent long-term alcoholic individuals (ALC; 9 men), and 25 demographically equivalent non-alcoholic healthy controls (NC; 8 men) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Participants were recruited from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Healthcare System Boston Campus and Boston University Medical Center, as well as from local newspaper advertisements in the Boston metropolitan area, and website postings. The study was approved by our Investigational Review Boards. Participants gave their informed consent, and they were compensated for their time.Table 1Characteristics of the research participants.Table 1Men and womenMenWomenNC (*n* = 25)ALC (*n* = 30)NC (*n* = 8)ALC (*n* = 9)NC (*n*=17)ALC (*n* = 21)mean ± SDmean ± SD*P\**mean ± SDmean ± SD*P\**mean ± SDmean ± SD*P\*P\*\**Age (years)56.6 ± 15.854.0±10.60.7250.7 ± 17.855.6 ± 10.10.4459.1 ± 14.953.2 ± 11.00.340.53Education (years)15.2 ± 2.615.1 ± 2.70.6215.1 ± 2.514.3 ± 3.30.6415.2 ± 2.715.3 ± 2.30.780.35WAIS-III IQ110 ± 11.9109.0 ± 16.20.47112 ± 8.8102.8 ± 15.50.13109.2 ± 13.1111.8 ± 16.10.930.17DD (ounces EtOH/day)0.34 ± 0.59.9 ± 9.1**\<0.001**0.6 ± 0.615.2 ± 11.8**0.003**0.2 ± 0.37.5 ± 6.8**\<0.0010.02**DHD (years)0.2 ±0.814.4 ± 7.9**\<0.001**0.5 ± 1.418.11 ± 10.4**\<0.001**0.1 ± 0.512.8 ± 6.2**\<0.001**0.08LOS (years)4.0 ± 9.07.1 ± 8.60.220.8 ± 2.02.0 ± 3.40.375.4 ± 10.59.4 ± 9.30.30**0.04**[^1]

Participants were evaluated with handedness and drug use questionnaires, medical history interviews, and the Diagnostic Interview Schedule ([@bb0260]), which provides psychiatric diagnosis according to the American Psychiatric Association ([@bb0010]). Inclusion criteria for ALC individuals were: alcohol consumption of a minimum of 21 drinks per week for at least five years during their lives, and alcohol abstinence of at least four weeks prior to testing. Participants were excluded for any of the following: English was not among their first languages; left-handedness; Korsakoff\'s syndrome; cirrhosis; Human Immunodeficiency Virus; major head injury with loss of consciousness \> 15 minutes; seizure disorder unrelated to alcoholism; any psychotic disorder; recurrent Major Depressive Disorder; Bipolar II disorder; score in the Hamilton Depression Scale \> 15; or history of drug abuse once per week or more within the previous five years.

Drinking patterns were evaluated with the Alcohol Use Questionnaire ([@bb0050]), which includes length of sobriety (LOS; years), duration of heavy drinking (DHD; years), and the ounces of ethanol per day (approximately the number of daily drinks; DD). The LOS indicates the period between the MRI scan date and the last day participants recalled having an alcoholic drink. The DHD refers to the total number of years participants drank more than 21 drinks per week (1 drink: 355 ml beer, 148 ml wine, or 44 ml of hard liquor). The DD score indicates the average daily alcohol consumed during the last six months (for NC), or to the six months preceding the cessation of drinking (for ALC participants). Our sample of ALC participants had severe drinking histories: DD mean = 9.9 ounces of ethanol per day; DHD mean = 14.4 years with \>21 drinks per week. The mean LOS was 7.1 years ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

2.2. Imaging analysis {#s0020}
---------------------

### 2.2.1. Image acquisition and preprocessing {#s0025}

Images were obtained on a 3-Telsa whole body MRI Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA) with an 8-channel head coil, at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. Diffusion weighted images were acquired using an echo planar image sequence with the following parameters: TR = 9800 ms; TE = 94 ms; 60 gradient directions with b = 700 s/mm^2^; 10 images with b = 0 s/mm^2^. Each volume consisted of 64 axial slices of 2 mm thickness, and an acquisition matrix of 128 × 128 in a field of view of 256 mm, resulting in isotropic voxels of 2 mm in each orthogonal plane. The pre-processing steps included motion and eddy current correction using an affine registration algorithm in FSL (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl>). Diffusion tensor images were estimated from the Diffusion-Weighted Images (DWI) in Slicer Version 4 (<http://www.slicer.org>), based on the weighted-least-squares estimation. A T1 MRI acquisition was also performed (field of view of 256 mm, 1 mm^3^ isotropic voxels). For each DWI image, we obtained 2-tensor whole-brain tractography using the multi-fiber tracking method of [@bb0185].

### 2.2.2. Extraction of major connections of the MFB {#s0030}

We extracted MFB connections between the brain stem and the following structures: nucleus accumbens (NAc), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) (lateral and medial), anterior cingulate cortex (anterior caudal and rostral), hippocampus, and amygdala ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1The associations between major connections of the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) and structures within the Extended Reward and Oversight System (EROS). Image A shows a diagram representing several of the brain regions involved in EROS: The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) connect with the thalamus and hypothalamus. Cortical areas also connect with the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in the ventral striatum, the midbrain ventral tegmental area (VTA), and other limbic structures (limbic brain stem, amygdala, and hippocampus). Limbic structures are interconnected with the NAc and the basal forebrain. The VTA projects to the NAc, thalamus, and hypothalamus, and to prefrontal cortex. The NAc projects to the thalamus, which projects to the prefrontal cortex (modified from [@bb0180], with permission). Image B, C, and D show a 3D rendering of one participant's major connections of the MFB on axial and sagittal views of a diffusion-weighted image, and its associations with the brain regions of the EROS system.Fig. 1

To extract the MFB, we overlaid a parcellation of cortical and subcortical structures on the white matter of DWI images. First, we processed the T1 images of each subject using FreeSurfer ([@bb0085]; [@bb0100]). This resulted in cortical and subcortical parcellations as described by [@bb0085] and [@bb0280]. Accuracy of this parcellation was visually inspected by a trained scientist (AMRG) and supervised by our expert neuroanatomist (NM). Next, the T1 images, with cortical parcellations, were registered to the DWI images using the advanced normalization tools (ANTS) ([@bb0015]). In order to separate the brain from surrounding tissue, brain masks were obtained using the Multi-Atlas Brain Segmentation Tool ([@bb0255]).

The connections between the brain stem and reward-related structures were extracted using the White Matter Query Language (WMQL) ([@bb0340]), a semi-automated fiber delineation method that allows extraction of fiber tracts based on FreeSurfer labels. WMQL allows for selecting grey-matter regions as building blocks of queries to form "sets", which represent ROIs in the brain (e.g., Accumbens_area.right for the right NAc), and "operators", which represent the relationships between tracts and these sets (e.g., endpoints_in Accumbens_area.right) or between query results (e.g., endpoints_in Accumbens_area.right AND endpoints_in (Brain_Stem NOT IN hemisphere.left)).

### 2.2.3. Brain measures {#s0035}

For each tract under investigation, we calculated measures of FA, RD, AD, and tract volume. FA has been linked previously to overall white matter abnormalities ([@bb0025]), while RD and AD have been linked with myelin and axonal pathology respectively ([@bb0310]).

2.3. Statistical analyses {#s0040}
-------------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences Version 23, and with R version 3.3.2 (see Supplementary dataset, and Supplementary code). To investigate the impact of alcoholism on white matter volume and diffusion measures, we conducted four separate mixed models, one for each brain measure (tract volume, FA, RD, and AD). We chose a mixed model technique because, unlike repeated measures analyses of covariance, it does not have limitations on assumptions regarding sphericity and balanced sample sizes. As white matter volume can vary with age and head size, we used normalized volume values (i.e., tract volume of each participant divided by total intracranial volume), and controlled for the participant\'s age in all statistical analyses. In each model, the 'brain-measure' was entered as the dependent variable, and 'group', 'sex,' and 'hemisphere' as the independent factors, and 'age' was entered as a covariate (all fixed effects). In order to account for the correlated data for the multiple observations per subject, individual subject effects were modeled specified as random intercepts. Thus, the effect of 'hemisphere' was evaluated as a within-subjects measure. Interactions with age were examined to confirm homogeneity of regression slopes; these interactions were not significant and therefore not included in the final model. The interactions of group-by-sex-by-hemisphere, group-by-sex, group-by-hemisphere, and sex-by-hemisphere were investigated.

The second goal of our study was to evaluate sex differences for alcoholism abnormalities in structural connectivity of the MFB. To test this, following significant group-by-sex interactions, we evaluated men and women with post-hoc comparisons, using Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. Only those brain variables with significant effects in the initial mixed models were included in these analyses. Because the ALC men had more severe drinking histories and shorter duration of abstinence than the ALC women, a subset of the group of ALC women (n = 9) was selected according to the highest number of DHD and DD and lowest LOS.

To investigate how alcohol-drinking history (DD, DHD, and LOS) impacted structural connectivity and tract volume, we first averaged the left and right hemisphere values (because the models described above did not reveal significant hemisphere differences, after Bonferroni correction). We then used Spearman's correlations between brain variables with significant group and sex effects in relation to drinking variables. Spearman rank-order correlations were used instead of Pearson correlations, given that the drinking measures were not normally distributed (as evaluated with the Shapiro-Wilk Test).

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

Our principal findings were as follows: (1) a significant group-by-sex interaction in MFB FA, which was driven by lower FA values in ALC men, (2) a significant group-by-sex interaction in RD, driven by higher RD values in ALC men, and (3) significant association between DD and lower FA values in ALC women.

3.1. Alcoholism was associated with sex dimorphic changes in FA and RD {#s0050}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The main effect of group was not significant for any dMRI measures (Table S1, Supplementary tables). There was a significant group-by-hemisphere interaction for Tract Volume (*F*~(1,50)~ = 4.50, *P* = 0.04, which did not survive Bonferroni correction for four tests; corrected threshold *P*\<0.0125). Nonetheless, the interaction indicated that the NC group had 0.005 larger right hemisphere MFB (% of head volume) than left hemisphere MFB (*t*~(50)~ = 2.50, *P* = 0.01), while ALC participants showed no significant laterality effect (*t*~(50)~ = 0.42, *P* = 0.67). Subsequently, we explored sex differences through the interaction of group-by-sex in the mixed models, followed by post-hoc analyses. We conducted post-hoc comparisons for men and women separately to evaluate group differences in those variables that showed a significant group-by-sex difference in the initial mixed model.

We found significant group-by-sex interactions in FA, *F*~(1,50)~ = 8.07, *P* = 0.01, and RD, *F*~(1,50)~ = 5.96, *P* = 0.02. The interaction predicting FA remained significant after Bonferroni correction for four tests (corrected threshold *P* \< 0.0125). Post-hoc comparisons indicated ALC men had 0.08 lower FA than NC men, *t*~(50)~ = 2.39, *P* = 0.02, and 0.10 higher RD, *t*~(50)~ = 2.15, *P* = 0.04 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). In ALC women compared with NC women, FA was 0.04 higher, *t*~(50)~ = 1.57, *P* = 0.12, and RD was 0.04 lower, *t*~(50)~ = 1.21, *P* = 0.23, displaying a trend in the opposite directions from ALC men vs. NC men ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Because the ALC men had more severe drinking histories and shorter duration of abstinence than the ALC women, we compared FA and RD differences in a subset of ALC women *(n* = 9) with drinking patterns comparable to the ALC men. The findings were similar to the larger group analyses: The group-by-sex interaction for FA (*P* = 0.02) and RD (*P* = 0.07) (Table S2, Supplementary tables), revealed a similar pattern, with ALC women showing comparable relative values compared to NC women (FA was 0.02 higher and RD was 0.03 lower, opposite to the direction observed in ALC men versus NC men).Table 2Descriptive statistics showing the mean and standard deviations of dMRI measures.Table 2MenWomenALCNCALCNCMean FA0.54 (0.11)0.62 (0.03)0.58 (0.06)0.55 (0.07)Mean RD0.53 (0.16)0.44 (0.05)0.47 (0.07)0.50 (0.08)Mean AD1.34 (0.08)1.33 (0.06)1.32 (0.08)1.30 (0.09)Mean volume0.016 (0.013)0.023 (0.013)0.017 (0.007)0.019 (0.01)[^2]Fig. 2Group differences in FA and RD in alcoholic men and women for measures with significant group-by-sex effects. The boxes and whiskers represent the interquartile range and 2.5-97.5 percentiles, respectively, and the circles represent individual observations beyond the whiskers. ALC-M: Alcoholic men; NC-M: Non-alcoholic men; ALC-W: Alcoholic women; NC-W: Non-alcoholic women.Fig. 2

3.2. Higher number of daily drinks was associated with lower FA in ALC women {#s0055}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALC men and women differed in DD (*P* = 0.02) and LOS (*P* = 0.04) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). To further evaluate the relationship between alcoholism and MFB structure, we correlated drinking variables (DHD, DD, and LOS) with FA in ALC men and women. There were no significant correlations in the ALC men. However, we found a significant negative correlation between the number of daily drinks and FA in ALC women, *rho* = −0.65, *P* = 0.001 ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). This association remained significant after Bonferroni correction for nine tests (*P* = 0.005).Fig. 3A) Correlations between fractional anisotropy (FA) and drinking measures. B) Significant correlation between mean FA and number of daily drinks in alcoholic women. \*Indicates statistical significance of *P*\<0.006 after Bonferroni correction for eight tests.Fig. 3

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

The mesocorticolimbic system is critical in mediating the hedonic impact of alcohol consumption and in attributing incentive salience to reward alcohol-related stimuli ([@bb0030]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0265]). In the present study, we used DTI tractography to delineate and extract principal connections of the MFB, a major reward-circuit pathway, in abstinent long-term ALC men and women. We tested the hypotheses that ALC individuals have abnormal structure in these pathways, and that the degree of abnormalities would be associated with measures of drinking histories. The group-by-sex interactions indicated that the FA and RD abnormalities were different for ALC men and women. That is, while ALC men had lower FA and higher RD compared to NC men, ALC women had a trend toward higher FA and lower RD compared to NC women. We also found that FA was negatively correlated with higher number of daily drinks in the group of ALC women.

4.1. Alcoholism and MFB Structure {#s0065}
---------------------------------

Prior neuroimaging studies in alcoholism have demonstrated white matter abnormalities, specifically in cortical association fibers ([@bb0125]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0305]), the corpus callosum ([@bb0245]; [@bb0275]), and mesencephalic fibers ([@bb0065]). The group differences in FA an RD in the MFB, are consistent with previous research showing structural abnormalities of the brain reward system in alcoholism. For example, Makris et al. showed that abstinent ALC subjects had grey matter volumetric deficits in the brain\'s extended reward and oversight system (EROS) ([@bb0180]). In a voxel-based analysis of DTI white matter, Harris at al. found alterations in the cingulum bundle and the white matter related to the OFC, which are also part of the EROS system ([@bb0125]). Furthermore, Segobin et al. reported white matter microstructural abnormalities in the cingulum bundle in a group of ALC individuals at risk for developing Korsakoff\'s syndrome ([@bb0300]). More recently, Sawyer et al. not only confirmed the findings of [@bb0180], but also showed that the volumetric abnormalities of the EROS network were different between men and women ([@bb0295]).

From a connectionist perspective, brain white matter fibers are important for the functional interaction of brain grey matter regions ([@bb0060]). Thus, disruption of brain structural connectivity may result in abnormal functioning, which would lead to the development and maintenance of maladaptive patterns of behavior. The FA and RD abnormalities observed in white matter pathways such as MFB, which interconnect critical portions of the brain reward network, support the concept of a Reward Deficiency Syndrome, i.e., that drugs of abuse cause a dysregulation in dopamine neurotransmission and a reduction of arousal and sensitivity to rewards ([@bb0040]; [@bb0045]). Specifically, we showed that white matter tracts interconnecting grey matter structures involved in the reward cascade and part of the EROS system (the brain stem, NAc, OFC, and cingulate cortex; see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) are impacted in people with a history of alcoholism. These structures are rich in dopaminergic connections and are thought to mediate the hedonic impact of alcohol consumption and to attribute incentive salience to alcohol-related stimuli ([@bb0030]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0265]).

4.2. Sexual dimorphism in MFB structure {#s0070}
---------------------------------------

The second goal of this study was to evaluate sex differences in the patterns of abnormal structural connectivity of the MFB. Congruent with prior studies of reward system structures, we found important group-by-sex interactions in FA and RD. ALC men had significantly decreased FA and increased RD relative to NC men, whereas ALC women showed reversed trends compared to NC women. This is consistent with other studies showing the existence of significant white matter structural abnormalities in alcoholic men but not in women in the middle longitudinal fascicle ([@bb0305]), the cerebellum ([@bb0290]), and the corpus callosum ([@bb0275]). That is, while FA was lower in the group of ALC men compared to NC men, the opposite pattern was observed for ALC and NC women. Similarly, RD was elevated in the group of ALC men, but the pattern for ALC and NC women was reversed. This dimorphic pattern is congruent with the findings of [@bb0295]. They reported reduced total grey matter volume of the reward system and in the ventral diencephalon in the group of ALC men, but elevated values in ALC women, compared to NC groups.

Long-term alcohol abuse results in white matter damage, as reflected by a decrease in FA and an increase in RD, a decrease in white matter volume ([@bb0275]), as well as a reward volume reduction ([@bb0295]). Therefore, it is unlikely that long-term alcohol abuse results in increased white matter integrity (i.e., higher FA and lower RD). Also, despite the higher FA we observed in ALC women, the significant correlation between the number of daily drinks and lower FA found in this group is congruent with the notion that long-term alcohol use results in white matter damage of the reward system. [@bb0295] suggested that women may have pre-existing larger reward volumes, reflected in our case as higher FA and lower RD, and that the observed dimorphism reflects sex-specific susceptibility to alcohol-related brain damage. This view is supported by preclinical models of addiction, which suggest that sex-specific differences in drug seeking behavior are due to differences in the stress response between female and male rats ([@bb0105]). For example, female rats demonstrated greater hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis response to alcohol ([@bb0145]; [@bb0210]) and greater locomotor activity following cocaine exposure compared to male rats ([@bb0055]). In humans, the patterns of stress response and drug seeking behavior vary according to the abused substance. In general, substance-abusing women show increased emotional sensitivity to stressful stimuli compared to men, which would translate into greater relapse vulnerability, the presence of comorbid affective disorders, and treatment outcome ([@bb0105]).

Neuroimaging studies that examine sex differences in alcoholics\' brain structure have yielded contradictory results, with some studies showing greater susceptibility in men ([@bb0275]; [@bb0295], [@bb0290]; [@bb0305]), other studies showing greater susceptibility in women ([@bb0140]), and other studies not finding significant differences ([@bb0240]). The results of the present study support the view that ALC men are either more vulnerable to alcohol-related brain damage or may have greater pre-morbid deficits compared with ALC women, congruent with [@bb0275], [@bb0305] and [@bb0295], [@bb0290] Furthermore, a study of cortical thickness in adolescent binge drinkers reported similar ALC sex effects ([@bb0315]).

Another possible explanation of the sex differences observed in our sample is the difference in drinking behavior among ALC men and women. The number of daily drinks was significantly higher in the ALC men, suggesting higher rates of binge drinking and concomitant concentrations of blood alcohol levels, related to severe white matter deficits ([@bb0190]). Additionally, length of sobriety was shorter in the ALC men, thereby allowing for less brain structural improvement with abstinence ([@bb0275]).

It is important to note that studying the MFB in the context of alcoholism has implications for treatment approaches. For example, several nuclei within the trajectory of the MFB have been identified as targets for neuromodulation interventions ([@bb0090]; [@bb0110]). Specifically, nonhuman animal studies on cocaine and nicotine addiction have showed that chronic deep brain stimulation of the NAc attenuates drug seeking behaviors ([@bb0170]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0330]). Furthermore, remission of alcohol dependency symptoms has been observed in patients after stimulation of the NAc with deep brain stimulation ([@bb0135]; [@bb0165], [@bb0160]; [@bb0200]).

4.3. Limitations {#s0075}
----------------

There are several limitations of this study. First, the small sample size, limited the capability for detecting significant associations between behavioral and diffusion measures in the group of ALC men. Thus, the small sample size may have reduced the power to detect a significant group-by-sex interaction for RD after Bonferroni correction. Second, ALC men had more severe drinking histories and shorter duration of abstinence than the ALC women. However, when we analyzed FA and RD differences in a subset of ALC women (*n* = 9) with drinking patterns comparable to the ALC men, the pattern of findings remained the same. Third, there is a strong comorbidity between cigarette smoking and alcohol abuse ([@bb0095]; [@bb0175]), and cigarette smoking has been also associated with brain white matter abnormalities ([@bb0285]; [@bb0350]). However, in this study, there were not sufficient data regarding smoking for additional analyses. The uneven numbers of men and women assigned to our subgroups were the result of selecting participants who had the same scanning parameters employed during our research at the time of the study. Importantly, the statistical method we employed was a mixed model technique, which does not have limitations regarding assumptions of sphericity and of balanced sample sizes. Another limitation is the large age range of the sample. While this may compromise the detection of significant effects, we were able to demonstrate the presence of significant differences in FA and RA in ALC men. We also believe that a heterogeneous sample is advantageous for external validity and generalizability of the findings. Finally, dMRI provides a means to study structural connectivity of the brain indirectly. This is because it is based on the diffusion pattern of water molecules, as restricted by cellular morphology, and thus is not reflective of a specific biological pathology. Therefore, the results of this study should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, the use of multi-tensor tractography in this study allowed us to trace tracts in regions where fibers cross one another, thus permitting a more anatomically accurate delineation of major connections of the MFB.

5. Conclusions {#s0080}
==============

This study demonstrated that alcoholism is associated with structural abnormalities in major connections of the MFB, a primary pathway of the brain\'s reward circuitry. The findings also suggested sexual dimorphic abnormalities in the MFB. Specifically, ALC men had significantly lower FA and higher RD in MFB compared to healthy NC men, while the pattern for ALC and NC women was reversed. Furthermore, there was a significant association between drinking severity (number of DD) and lower FA in the ALC women. The significant group-by-sex interactions in FA and RD suggest sex-specific vulnerability to alcohol-related damage or gender dimorphic pre-morbid structure of the brain reward system. Whatever the nature and extent of sex differences in this system, it is important to note that studying the MFB in the context of alcoholism has important implications for treatment approaches and as targets for neuromodulation interventions ([@bb0090]; [@bb0110]).

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0100}
==============================
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[^1]: NC: non-alcoholic controls; ALC: abstinent alcoholics; WAIS-III IQ: Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Full Scale IQ scores ([@bb0345]); DD: Daily Drinks; EtOH: ethanol; DHD: Duration of Heavy Drinking; LOS: Length of Sobriety. *P*\* values from an independent sample t-test between NC and AL. *P\*\** values from an independent sample t-test between ALC men and women.

[^2]: ALC: abstinent alcoholics; NC: non-alcoholic controls; FA: fractional anisotropy; AD: axial diffusivity; RD: radial diffusivity. Volumes are presented as proportion of head size.
